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Boundary conditions 



Consider first  a << 1 



admits quasi-steady (wave-like) solutions 

eigenvalue problem for the determination of U 



in units of SL 

propagation towards a closed end 

propagation from a closed end 

channel open at both ends 

flame accelerates when traveling down the channel 





Results for for a << 1 were corroborated with 2D numerical calculations, with   

channel heights a = 5, 10 and various lengths  



acceleration - due to frictional forces and gas expansion 



where                     with                  a representative Mach number   

compressibility effects 



to highlight compressibility effects and minimize the influences of  

frictional forces and gas expansion we consider a << 1  

mean velocity U determined by solving 

relevant parameter 

scaled Mach number 

















steady propagation of compression-driven flames 

nonlinear eigenvalue problem for the 

determination of the propagation speed Sc 



the density increases in the compression region but drops in the flame zone 

the pressure increases significantly throughout the flame zone,  

the flame temperature is significantly larger than the adiabatic flame temperature,   

structure of compression-driven flames  



numerical 

numerical 
asymptotic 

propagation speed of compression-driven flames  

constant pressure laminar flame speed 



Dependence on the boundary conditions - open vs closed 

 

Acceleration - combined effects of wall friction and thermal expansion, 

further enhanced by effects due to compressibility 

 

Acceleration in sufficiently long channels - in a near-explosion fashion 

beyond a critical distance 

 

Compression waves tend to heat up the unburned gas ahead of the flame 

leading to significant increase in propagation speed 

 

The propagation is dampened when the far end is closed, and a evolves into a 

steady-propagation when the ignition end is closed with the burned gas 

trapped behind the flame.  

 

The flame propagation speed of compression-derived flames is significantly 

higher than the propagation speed of isobaric flames (up to 50 times SL). 

CONCLUSIONS 
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